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After all, these questions of Underworld God are too sharp.

No one can guarantee…

As decision makers, Xiao Liejun and Hong Qingcang’s brains are running fast, weighing the pros and
cons!

Don’t withdraw, the loss is big.

Withdraw, if something happens, the loss may be even greater.

Even the gate of Daxia was lost, and the whole Daxia fell into disaster…
That is, what Levi Garrison said will happen.

Then they can’t bear the responsibility even more.

Feng Xie Shen continued: “Before these problems are clear, if I want to withdraw suddenly, something
may really happen!”
This time, Xiao Liejun and the others were even more embarrassed.

“Does everything continue? I can’t afford the loss! It’s too difficult!”

“Is there any compromise?”

…

Several people are very depressed.

“I have an idea! You don’t need to withdraw, everyone will wait and see! Wait a few days!”

“In addition, don’t be idle these few days. Hurry up and investigate the origins of these giant creatures.
You can contact other countries to investigate together!”

“I believe there should be an answer in a few days! If there is no follow-up danger at that time, you can
withdraw everything with peace of mind!”

“You should be able to afford the losses these days!”

Tiance Shenshuai came forward and suggested.

Hearing that, everyone’s eyes lit up fiercely.

“This idea is okay! Let’s wait and see for a few days, and thoroughly investigate the matter! If you then
withdraw, then every aspect has been taken into account!”

“Furthermore, we have been able to bear the losses for more than a month. Can we still bear the losses
in the past few days?”

“Okay, thank you Tiance! That’s how we come!”

Xiao Liejun and the others agreed.

Soon Yan Longwei continued to evacuate, but left half of his defense.

The rear also left the reserve team.

In this way, even if something happens, it will be the first time.

Second, they dispatched intelligence agencies and began to unite with other countries to investigate the
source of these giant creatures.

See if someone is controlling it?

A great war all over the world is over…

Everyone is cheering.

I feel that the times have changed.

Humans have no choice but to see giant creatures appearing in movies and TV series of the past.

But the fact is easy to solve…

Kill as many as you come.

…

the other side.

In the capital base of the Lab of the Gods.

“Did you figure it out?”

Mr. X asked the professional department of the Gods Laboratory.

“Well, 80% of Daxia’s deployment has been figured out! There may be a little error, or some hole cards
may not show up! But we can analyze the top of the ten, and they are all under our control! Xia is no
longer afraid!”

…

After listening, Mr. X and they all laughed.

The plan was perfect this time!

Kill two birds with one stone.

Even several carvings!

